
Three Couple Cases - Three Negative Cycles 

The attachment view that all forms of clinging, protesting, blaming and turning away are 
normal, universal, survival responses when a significant other is unavailable and emotionally 
nonresponsive brings clarity and non-judgment to the negative cycles between partners. 

Kyle and Tara: Pursue / Withdraw 
(A cycle that would be called “Protest Polka” in Hold me tight (Johnson, 2008) 

Much of the time Tara is exasperated with Kyle’s apparent nonchalance, and seeming unwillingness 
to move “even an inch to show he cares.” Except for the constant shaking of his left foot crossed over his 
right, Kyle does look rather motionless and blank. Every now and then he turns and gently protests that 
Tara is being far too hard on him or expects more than anyone could accomplish, but mostly he shrugs his 
shoulders, and sighs, “What can you do?”  

This routinely triggers either an outpouring of criticism from Tara or silent sobs where she buries 
her face in her hands, her shiny dark hair falling in layers, revealing nothing but her whimpers. Tara’s 
complaints range from despair over Kyle’s lack of willingness to help with household chores to being 
marginally involved with their 3 children, 2 pre-teens and one 13 year old son, to “never taking time to talk 
with me or even notice me!”  Tara is a publicist for the one of the city’s largest arts organizations while 
Kyle runs his own computer business with a home office, and tends immaculately manicured gardens on 
their acreage just outside the city. 

A clear pattern of interaction emerges from the first session: The louder and more dramatic efforts 
Tara makes to get Kyle’s attention and response, the more stoic, nonchalant and disengaged he becomes. 
The quieter, more distant and utterly nonresponsive Kyle becomes, the louder, more frantic and 
exasperated Tara gets until Kyle finally throws up his hands, sighing in a tone of exclamation, “How can 
anyone be expected to measure up here!” 

There is a very tattered, attachment bond between Kyle and Tara. Powerful attachment panic is 
driving the escalating behavioral pattern: Beneath Tara’s desperate anger at failing to get an engaged 
response from Kyle, is a panic of abandonment. Beneath Kyle’s surface nonchalance and dismissal is 
his panic at Tammy’s rejection and seeming determination to get him to change as well as his pain at 
hearing how many ways he has disappointed her.  
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Sophie and Ella: An Attack/Attack Cycle
(A cycle that would be called “Find the Bad Guy” in Hold me tight (Johnson, 2008)

Sophie and Ella, a same sex couple, both academics, begin their first therapy session in a highly 
escalated state. “The problem is her family”, shrieks Sophie, “everyone is more important than me!” “The 
problem is her impossible, unending, ridiculous demands,” sighs Ella, I just can’t do it anymore. I am 
getting ill from the stress – nothing is ever enough for her!” Before long Ella too is raising her voice! 

Clearly, this is an attack/attack cycle of attachment, but confusing for the therapist, about who is 
fighting for connection (protesting about the distance and lack of safety between them and who is fighting 
back in defense (to protect herself from hearing blame and rejection.   

In volatile attack/attack cycles mixed-sex couples therapists sometimes assume too quickly and 
sometimes wrongly, that the female is protesting disconnection and fighting for connection, while the 
male is then fighting back in defense and then disappearing to avoid more criticism and conflict. With this 
same-sex couple, this faulty assumption doesn’t happen, and it can be very confusing who is pushing for 
closeness and who is defending and counter-attacking? 

Attuning closely to each partner’s experience of the cycle, positions of withdrawal and pursuit 
begin to emerge. Sophie is an anxious, lonely partner demanding to be loved, triggering exhaustion and 
failure in Ella, a more avoidant partner who is longing to please and to feel accepted and loved. Sophie‘s 
demands are directed at “fighting to matter to Ella” and Ella’s fighting back is a defense against 
annihilation or rejection of who she is and fearing she will be remade into the person Sophie would prefer 
her to be. 
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Phil and Julie: A Withdraw/Withdraw Cycle - On 
Occasion, a Complex Cycle
(A cycle that would be called “Freeze and Flee” in Hold me tight (Johnson, 2008)

Two highly intellectualizing partners, Phil and Julie back away from most simple reflections that 
the therapist makes. They gloss over any hints of distress, or become suddenly flooded and speechless 
when the therapist refers to their distress.  

 Phil is ready to talk endlessly, about how good things are between them. He is very involved in his 
12 Step groups and speaks with pride about the great progress he has made. Julie, appearing very timid, 
admits to finding it difficult to talk, but agrees she is very proud of him for being willing to join his sex 
addiction group and is extremely grateful to him for how hard he is working at his sobriety. Phil constantly 
jumps in to explain how he and Julie both feel that in some ways her discovery of his porn addiction was the 
best thing that has happened for them. The therapist expresses curiosity about what prompted them to 
seek therapy, since they seem to have a unified story of having come back together after several episodes 
of Phil’s disappearances from the marriage into a series of addictive processes – involving alcohol and 
pornography.   

“We are just here to strengthen our marriage,” Phil states, “and to improve the intimacy.” Julie 
admits she cannot tolerate any physical contact with Phil at this time, and needs help to decide if they 
can repair their distance or whether they need to part ways.  

Julie and Phil protect each other from having to discuss what they refer to as “horrific childhoods.” 
In spite of their shared celebration of how they have weathered this shattering discovery of his secretive 
life, the therapist detects subtle hints that Julie is shaken to the core, but that she prefers not to touch that 
at the moment.  

Phil withdraws from Julie, rather than reaching to her for support. Historically he withdrew, first to 
his alcohol and pornography habits, and now he turns to his 12 Step groups, his movies and novels and 
his protective intellectualizing. Julie, openly admits she is holding back. She finds it hard to get 
words to pass her lips. She wrings her hands, expresses fears, and uncertainties about the future of this 
relationship, although every now and then when Phil is open in the slightest way, such as saying – “I get 
how hard it is for her to talk. We both feel that way,” she bursts into a warm and tender smile and says – 
“That is why I married you! You get me!” Julie longs for Phil to share more openly with her, even as she 
admits she also finds it hard to share. 
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